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Martensitic transformation and shape memory effect for Co92Al8,  
Co88Al12, Co84Al16, Co76Al, and pure Co are investigated. All alloys undergo 

martensitic transformation and demonstrate shape memory effect. Increasing of Al 

lead to decrease the temperature of start martensitic transformation.  

It was found that solution treatment influence on parameters of martensitic 

transformation and shape memory effect. Annealing at 1200°C during one hour 

and quenching in room temperature water lead to form martensitic ε-phase. Shape 

memory effect was studied by equipment based on three bending test. All 

quenched alloys were heated with speed 10°C/min up 1000°C and cooled to -70°C. 

The temperatures of start martensitic transformation were found by this way. 

Results of this study are follows: Co92Al8 (Мн=370°С); 

Co88Al12(Мн=320°С);Co84Al16(Мн=210°С) Co76Al24(Мн=180°С) and pure 

Co(Мн=450°С). However clear region of the reverse transformation was not 

found.  

Analysis of these results lead to conclusion, that reverse transformation and 

formation of A2 phase are developed together. This is reason unclearness of 

reverse transformation. Probably start of reverse transformation is negligible lower 

then starts temperature of A2 formation. The author of [1] informed us about 

similar situation in Co79Al21 and Co77Al23. Analysis our results, results works [1] 

and [2] shown us that addition of hot or cold rolling to solution treatment destroy 

A2 phase formation. 
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